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(Play It Like It Is). A collection of 21 classic hard rock selections from GN'R's first four albums.

Includes: Welcome to the Jungle * Patience * November Rain * Sweet Child O' Mine * Don't Cry *

and more.
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My son is a guitarist and bought this book using my account. This is what he had to say: "To all

those guitarists out there or if you are a gnr fan like me, this book is an abolute must buy. Its great!"

Has full tablature for these songs:November RainParadise CityPatienceSweet Child O'

MineWelcome To The JungleDon't CryYesterdaysUsed To Love HerGarden,

The(arkeen/james/axlroseBad ApplesDead HorseCivil WarPretty Tied Up (The Perils Of Rock N'

Roll Decadence)LocomotiveEstrangedYou Could Be MineMr. BrownstoneMy

MichelleNightrainRocket QueenYou're Crazy

I had one of these years ago when I tried playing guitar. I gave up and so I gave the book away to a

family member. Well Im giving guitar a second shot and I had to get this once again. Can't go wrong

with GnR. Easy to read tab layout but difficult to play for beginners. Take one lick at a time and

you'll have those chops down like a pro. ;)



don't buy this expecting to see the songs exactly the way Slash and Izzy played them. Most notably

sweet child of mine, you can tell this book is playing the notes on a totally different part of the neck, I

understand that this is a minor problem because it is the same notes but im just saying if you want

to play these songs like Slash and Izzy I would watch videos on youtube or something. That being

said it has a bunch of songs, I was really excited to be able to mimic the sounds of my idols and I

think tab books are very useful.

This book is perfect for gnr guitarist fans. If your a beginner or expert with guitar this book is still

perfect for any guitarist. Accurate notes (no notes were wrong). Teaches you not just lead guitar for

the songs but all the other guitar parts to. Tablature and Sheet music are included. 2nd to last page

has the meanings of music symbols and how to play tab if you dont know already. Comes with Gnr

most famous song Sweet Child O' Mine. I love this book.

This is a great tablature book, which also contains sheet music and additional tablatures for the

second and third guitar parts. In songs that include piano and other instruments, the book

transposes the parts to guitar, and also puts them in tab form as well as sheet music. Obviously, it

includes all Slash's difficult (yet not impossible) solos, and vocals and lyrics from Axl, too. All in all,

it's a great book that I would recommend to any guitar player (not beginners of course), or even just

any Guns N' Roses lover.

If you grew up listening to this band and want to play their music, this is the best G`n`R` tabulature

available. This anthology allows you to rock on with the tunes embellished by yourself now. Enjoyed

it thuroughly.

a complete and honest tab! good for advanced guitarist! the only reason I didn't give it 5 stars is

because sometimes the tab is confusing when there's 3 guitars going on at the same time
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